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Twice a day, at dawn and dusk, we experience gradual but very
high amplitude changes in background light intensity (irradiance).
Although we perceive the associated change in environmental
brightness, the representation of such very slow alterations in
irradiance by the early visual system has been little studied. Here,
we addressed this deficit by recording electrophysiological activity
in the mouse dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus under exposure to a
simulated dawn. As irradiance increased we found a widespread
enhancement in baseline firing that extended to units with ON
as well as OFF responses to fast luminance increments. This change
in baseline firing was equally apparent when the slow irradi-
ance ramp appeared alone or when a variety of higher-frequency
artificial or natural visual stimuli were superimposed upon it. Us-
ing a combination of conventional knockout, chemogenetic, and
receptor-silent substitution manipulations, we continued to show
that, over higher irradiances, this increase in firing originates with
inner-retinal melanopsin photoreception. At the single-unit level,
irradiance-dependent increases in baseline firing were strongly
correlated with improvements in the amplitude of responses to
higher-frequency visual stimuli. This in turn results in an up to
threefold increase in single-trial reliability of fast visual responses.
In this way, our data indicate that melanopsin drives a generalized
increase in dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus excitability as dawn
progresses that both conveys information about changing back-
ground light intensity and increases the signal:noise for fast
visual responses.
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The rotation of the earth imposes slow but very high amplitude
changes in background light intensity (irradiance) across

dawn and dusk. An array of light adaptation mechanisms acts to
buffer the visual code against this substantial variation in its physical
origins (1–8). Nonetheless, we certainly perceive the change in
brightness of our environment, raising the question of how the vi-
sual system represents such gradual changes in irradiance.
The question of how the early visual system encodes background

light levels has previously been addressed by extended exposure to
spatially uniform stimuli. Under these conditions, many neurons in
the retina and visual thalamus scale their maintained firing rate
according to stimulus irradiance over many decades (9–14). This
behavior, sometimes termed “luxotonic,” implies that natural slow
changes in irradiance would be represented by gradual modulations
in firing rate across at least a fraction of the visual projection.
However, we are unaware of a direct test of that prediction.
Moreover, the extent to which luxotonic activity survives in the
presence of higher-frequency visual stimuli (as would be the case in
any natural scene) remains unknown. We start here by addressing
these deficits and showing that naturalistic dawn transitions do in-
deed induce a diffuse increase in firing across the mouse dorsal
lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN).
Although the luxotonic capacity of the mammalian visual

system has been appreciated for >50 y, both the retinal origins

and functional significance of this mode of action remain con-
troversial. An important question is how luxotonic changes in
maintained firing impact the ability of neurons to encode other
visual features. There is the obvious potential for increases in
baseline firing to occlude other responses; it has also been sug-
gested that luxotonic behavior could improve signal:noise for fast
visual responses by regularizing firing patterns (9, 15; although
see refs. 16 and 17). A second aim of this study was to resolve this
controversy, by directly measuring responses to high-frequency
visual stimuli across naturalistic ramps in irradiance.
Our final objective was to address the retinal circuitry re-

sponsible for luxotonic activity. Under mesopic and photopic
conditions, cone photoreceptors track fast modulations in local
luminance, with rapid alterations in membrane potential. However,
they also can encode background light intensity with changes in
steady-state voltage, and this signal can be propagated through the
retinal circuitry to support luxotonic activity in ganglion cells and
beyond (18–21). At brighter backgrounds, however, the photore-
ceptor steady state response approaches saturation (6, 22, 23). Under
these conditions, further changes in maintained firing could be driven
by intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs), which
can rely upon their intrinsic melanopsin-dependent light response to
accurately encode higher irradiances (24). Here we used a combi-
nation of conventional knockout, receptor-silent substitution and
chemogenetic manipulations to test the hypothesis that ipRGCs
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support responses to naturalistic changes in irradiance under these
conditions.

Results
Luxotonic Activity in the Mouse dLGN. Previous work in a variety of
species has used extended light steps to reveal luxotonic activity.
In preliminary studies we found evidence that such stimuli in-
duce irradiance-dependent increases in firing also in some neu-
rons in the mouse dLGN (Fig. 1A). However, for this study we
chose to use a simple ramp stimulus instead (Fig. 1B), because:
(i) the absence of abrupt changes in irradiance should provide a
more complete isolation of luxotonic firing from more transient
visual responses (Fig. 1C), and (ii) it allows a closer approxi-
mation of a natural change in irradiance: the dawn transition.
For the latter purpose we generated a light ramp, the spectral
composition of which recreated the mouse’s experience of nat-
ural light (Methods), and magnitude and rate of change captured
elements of a dawn transition (Fig. 1B). When presented with
this ramp, we found that many units in the contralateral dLGN
showed a graded increase in firing (Fig. 1C). The monotonic
relation between irradiance and the change in firing rate elicited
by the ramp was quite different from the complex response to
light steps (Fig. 1A), consistent with our prediction that this stim-
ulus would more effectively reveal luxotonic activity.
At the single-unit level there was a very strong bias toward higher

firing rates at the end of the ramp (Fig. 1D and SI Appendix, Fig.
S1). There was no clear bimodality in this behavior, indicating a
continuum of irradiance responsiveness (Fig. 1D). True irradiance
coding requires a simple relationship between irradiance and firing
rate across the ramp. To determine the extent to which this oc-
curred, we computed the goodness-of-fit (R2) of a the log:linear
relation between firing rate and irradiance for all single units. The
R2 values would be high for units whose irradiance-related change
in firing rate was large compared with any random variation, and
low for units without a change in firing rate or with high variability.
R2 varied continuously across the population, again indicating that
luxotonic activity was a general feature of the dLGN, apparent to at
least some extent in many neurons, rather than segregated to a
particular population (Fig. 1E). There was a positive correlation
between R2 and the increase in firing rate, revealing that by far the
most prevalent irradiance responses were positive. This was also
apparent in the normalized average firing rate of those units passing
a reasonable criterion for classification as strongly luxotonic (R2 >
0.5) (Fig. 1F). This population also showed good reproducibility in
their response to multiple repeats of the ramp (Pearson’s ρ = 0.44 ±
0.07; P = 1.5 × 10−6, t test; n = 27). We found only two units (of
40) that had both a high R2 and a reduction in firing rate across
the ramp.
Therefore, 23% of dLGN units (n = 40 of 173 from six mice)

were classified as having robust luxotonic activity (R2 > 0.5)
across the irradiance ramp. This likely is a conservative estimate,
as it is based upon a single repeat of the stimulus, and the rel-
atively long duration of the ramp allows ample opportunity for
spontaneous fluctuations in activity (17, 25) to occlude the re-
sponse. To assess the impact of the latter effect, we delivered a
threefold faster version of the same ramp stimulus. Luxotonic
activity was indeed more robust under these conditions, with
64% of units (n = 178 of 278 from five mice) having R2 > 0.5 for
the log:linear fit (Fig. 1 G–I).
These results suggest a widespread occurrence of luxotonic

behavior across the dLGN. Histological reconstructions of re-
cording sites showed that there was no clear spatial segregation
of the irradiance response, with units with high R2 values dis-
tributed widely across the dLGN (Fig. 1J and SI Appendix, Figs.
S2 and S3). On occasion we also recorded units that were not
light-responsive (in few cases within the dLGN, but mostly in
more medial parts of the thalamus). These units were not in-
cluded in the analyses reported throughout the paper. However,

we used them to test the possibility that changes in firing rate
observed in dLGN were not a product of some nonspecific
changes in brain activity. Indeed we did not observe a net in-
crease or decrease in time-averaged firing rate for these units
(Fig. 1K).

Fig. 1. dLGN responses to irradiance ramps. (A) Representative unit ex-
hibiting changes in firing rate upon exposure to staircase changes in irra-
diance across three decades. Numbers above depict irradiance in photons
per square centimeter per second. (B) Spectral power density across a dawn
transition on a partially cloudy summer day. Irradiance reached the de-
tection threshold of our meter around 5 mW/m2 (12.71 log10 photons per
square centimeter per second; −2.6° solar elevation, 44° solar azimuth) and
increased by a further four decimal orders over the following 2 h. Across this
time, rates of change varied from 0.1 to −0.1 log10 (mW·m2·min). A simple
irradiance ramp [log-linear increase in irradiance from 22.4–22,400 mW/m2

or 0.6–3.6 log10 (melanopic lux) measured as in Lucas et al. (66) over 38 min,
rate of increase = 0.08 log10 (mW/m2)/min] was designed to recapitulate ele-
ments of a natural dawn transition (cyan line). (C) Representative unit exhibiting
change in firing rate across a symmetrical increasing-decreasing ramp across
three decades of irradiance (shown above in photons per square centimeter per
second). (D) The largest fraction of units (n = 141 of 173) exhibits increase in
firing rate between the lowest and highest irradiance levels (data are pooled at
half-log unit steps in irradiance). The frratio indicates the ratio between firing rate
at lowest and highest irradiance (estimates performed on half-log unit intervals).
(E) Strongly luxotonic units (R2 > 0.5) show a positive relation with irradiance
(yellow dots). (F) Normalized average response for the strongly luxotonic units
(mean ± SEM normalized firing rate). (G) Same as in D for the fast-ramp stimulus
(n = 256 of 276 show an increase in firing rate). (H and I) Same as in E and F for
the fast-ramp stimulus. (J) Representative recording shows that luxotonic units
could be found across large areas of the dLGN. The circles show reconstructed
electrode locations against a coronal section of the mouse dLGN, the color code
shows R2 values at each site. (K) Units outside the LGN (mean ± SEM, n = 36) did
not display a consistent change in firing across the fast ramp (black error bars).
For comparison we reported the response of luxotonic units (R2 > 0.5) from the
same dataset (blue error bars).
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The Role of Melanopsin and ipRGCs. We next turned our attention
to the origin of the irradiance response, and in particular the
contribution (if any) of melanopsin photoreception. For these
studies we used the faster ramp, which revealed irradiance re-
sponses in more units. We first asked whether luxotonic activity
is disrupted in mice lacking melanopsin (Opn4−/−). When the
ramp was applied to melanopsin knockout mice, we found that
there was very little increase in dLGN firing rate across the ir-
radiance ramp (Fig. 2 A and B; see SI Appendix, Fig. S4 for a
distinction between ON and OFF responses in Opn4−/−). We
found that a few neurons (n = 33 of 252) met our criterion for
classification as luxotonic (R2 > 0.5) over a first presentation of
the ramp (Fig. 2C), indicating retention of some luxotonic ac-
tivity, although these showed poor reproducibility compared with
intact animals (Pearson’s ρ = 0.25 ± 0.1 for Opn4−/− mice be-
tween first and second presentations, compared with 0.64 ± 0.03
for intact animals; P = 1 × 10−6, t test).
The Opn4−/− data are consistent with a melanopsin-contribu-

tion to luxotonic activity, but given the evidence of develop-
mental abnormalities in this genotype (26–28), we wished to
confirm this finding with other methods. We next assessed the
impact of selective and acute inhibition of ipRGC activity using
chemogenetics (29, 30) in visually intact mice. An AAV2 viral
vector [AAV2-hSyn-DIO-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry] allowing cre-
dependent expression of an inhibitory hM4D DREADD (de-
signer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs) receptor
was introduced to the vitreal cavity ofOpn4Cre:Z/EGFP mice. After
6 wk, analysis of mCherry flourescence revealed that the transgene
was expressed in a small number of cells in the inner nuclear and
ganglion cell layers. Counterstaining for the GFP reporter expressed
in ipRGCs revealed that about 30% of ipRGCs had been successfully
transduced (Fig. 2D). mCherry-expressing cells had a variety of soma
sizes and labeled dendrites stratified in both outer and inner sub-
lamina of the inner plexiform layer, suggesting that multiple ipRGC
subtypes had been targeted. To confirm that these Gi DREADD
receptors were able to suppress ipRGC activity, we assessed the
impact of its agonist (clozapine-N-oxide; CNO) on a known ipRGC
output, the pupil light reflex. We found that systemic administration
of CNO (10 mg/kg) inhibited the pupil light reflex of Gi DREADD-
treated (Fig. 2 E and F) but not of control eyes not expressing the
receptor (Fig. 2F). The effect was incomplete (consistent with the
relatively small fraction of ipRGCs transduced) but persisted for tens
of minutes, with substantial effects recorded at ∼30 min after in-
jection (Fig. 2F) and partial recovery by 120 min (Fig. 2E).
We then compared dLGN responses to the fast ramp before

and after CNO injection in both Gi DREADD-expressing and
control conditions (10 mg/kg, i.p.). As might be predicted given
the incomplete expression of Gi DREADDs in ipRGCs, we
found that firing rates still increased across the dLGN following
CNO injection (Fig. 2G) (P = 7 × 10−21 and 2 × 10−5 t test,
respectively, before and after CNO). However, Gi DREADD-
activation did disrupt luxotonic behavior. There was a statisti-
cally significant reduction in the increase in firing across the
ramp following CNO injection in Gi DREADD-expressing (Fig.
2G) (P = 5 × 10−4 paired t test) but not in control mice (P = 0.67
paired t test) (SI Appendix, Fig. S5B) and examination of single-
unit responses indicated that the more dramatic effect was that
the increase in firing across the ramp became less ordered. This
result can be observed both in a representative example in Fig.
2H and at the population level, where R2 for the log:linear fit was
significantly reduced 30 min after CNO administration in Gi
DREADD-expressing animals (Fig. 2I) (P = 4 × 10−8 sign-test)
but not in controls (Fig. 2J) (P = 0.18 sign-test). Similarly, the
reproducibility of ramp responses after CNO injection in those
units with the strongest luxotonic behavior (R2 > 0.5) was also
substantially reduced by CNO in DREADD mice in comparison
with control mice (Fig. 2K) (P = 2 × 10−11). The effects of CNO

were partially reversible, with some recovery in ramp response
after 120 min (P = 1 × 10−7 sign-test) (SI Appendix, Fig. S5D).
As a final test of melanopsin’s contribution to luxotonic ac-

tivity, we explored the spectral sensitivity of this response. For
this test, we took advantage of a recently published method using
changes in spectral composition to selectively modulate effective
irradiance for cones vs. melanopsin (31, 32). We thus adjusted
the spectral power distribution of our original fast ramp stimu-
lus (termed “Daylight” here because it recreated the mouse’s
experience of natural conditions) in such a way as to make it
appear ∼10× dimmer for melanopsin across the whole ramp
(“MelLow” ramp), without altering its appearance for cones
(Fig. 2L; see Methods for details and ref. 32 for detailed vali-
dation of this approach). If melanopsin contributed to the irra-
diance sensitivity of the dLGN, we would therefore expect the
change in firing rate to be temporally delayed for this new
MelLow ramp. This was indeed what we observed. We used a
protocol in which a MelLow ramp was presented in between two
Daylight ramps. Firing rates increased across both types of ramp
(Fig. 2M) (P = 7 × 10−47 and P = 4 × 10−33, respectively, for
Daylight and MelLow). Units with strong luxotonic activity (R2 >
0.5) were identified on the basis of their response to a first
Daylight ramp. Across this group we were then able to compare
the profile of the increase in firing to this first presentation of the
ramp with subsequent presentation of MelLow and Daylight
ramps. Responses to the two Daylight ramps were comparable
(Fig. 2N). In contrast, there was a substantial discontinuity in the
response to the intervening MelLow ramp, with the steepest
component of the irradiance response shifted to later times (Fig.
2N), as expected if melanopsin were a significant determinant of
luxotonic behavior. Whereas the MelLow spectrum was also ∼5×
dimmer for rods, as their maintained membrane potential should
be close to saturation across all of the light levels used here (33),
it is most unlikely that they could contribute to encoding the slow
change in irradiance. This assumption is consistent with the lack
of luxotonic responses under these conditions in Opn4−/− mice.

The Impact of Spatiotemporal Contrast on Luxotonic Responses. The
widespread appearance of luxotonic responses in the dLGN im-
plies that the neurons exhibiting such behavior should also encode
other visual features. This in turn raises the question of how dLGN
units deal with slow changes in irradiance when they co-occur with
other visual patterns. We first asked whether luxotonic changes in
maintained firing are even apparent in the presence of other visual
patterns by superimposing either a full-field white noise (ffWN), a
naturalistic movie (NM), or a spatiotemporal white noise (stWN)
to the slow ramp.
Consistent with the different statistics of these stimuli (see text

in SI Appendix and SI Appendix, Fig. S13), an assessment of in-
dividual spike trains indicated that ffWN and stWN elicited
numerous sharp changes in spiking activity (Fig. 3 A and G and
SI Appendix, Fig. S6), but smoother changes were observed with
the movie (Fig. 3D). Nevertheless, gradual increases in firing
associated with ramp progression were retained in all conditions
(Fig. 3 B, E, and H). Indeed, the incidence and magnitude of
such responses to the ramp was at least as great as that observed
with the slow ramp alone. Thus, in each case, at least 30% of
units (32% for ffWN, n = 70 of 219; 30% for NM, n = 34 of 112;
52% for stWN, n = 24 of 46) met our criterion for classification
as strongly luxotonic (R2 > 0.5 for the log-linear fit) (Fig. 3 C, F,
and I). Moreover, the proportional increase in firing among
these units was similar to that observed for the simple slow ramp
under all conditions (ffWN: 67.52 ± 5.87%, P = 0.15, t test; NM:
98.63 ± 10.19%, P = 0.63, t test; stWN: 116.85 ± 13.63% P =
0.24, t test). This finding indicates that, even in the presence of
other visual stimuli, the irradiance ramp is an important de-
terminant of time-averaged firing.
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Fig. 2. Irradiance responses are defined by ipRGC and melanopsin. Opn4−/− mice lacked consistent luxotonic responses. (A) Normalized average response (mean ±
SEM, n = 252) for dLGN units in Opn4−/− mice. (B) The increase in firing rate between the lowest and brightest ramp condition (data are pooled at half-log unit
intervals in irradiance) was strongly reduced in Opn4−/− mice. (C) R2 distribution in intact (blue) and Opn4−/− mice (black). The log-linear relation between ir-
radiance and firing rate was substantially disrupted in Opn4−/− mice. (D) Following intravitreal injection of AAV2-hSyn-DIO-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry to Opn4Cre:Z/EGFP
mice, immunohistochemical staining revealed mCherry (red) expression in GFP+ neurons (green) in the ganglion and inner nuclear layers in retinal flatmounts.
(Scale bar, 20 μm.) (E) Representative frozen video images of the mouse eye under high irradiance (1014 photons per square centimeter per second) shows
substantial pupil dilation 30 min after CNO injection and partial recovery after 120 min. (F) CNO application (10 mg/kg, i.p.) inhibited pupil constriction (pupil area
normalized to prepulse size; n = 8 mice) across a range of irradiances in Opn4cre mice expressing Gi DREADD (Left) but not control (Right) animals not expressing
DREADD (mean ± SEM). (G) Firing rate response is only partially inhibited by CNO application (P = 7 × 10−21 and 2 × 10−5 t test, respectively, before and after CNO).
(H) Representative unit from the dLGN of Opn4Cre/+ hM4D(Gi) expressing mice exposed to a fast irradiance ramp reveal that the firing rate response before CNO
administration (cyan line) was substantially disrupted 30 min after injection (black line). (I) At the population level this is reflected in a reduction in R2 for the log-
linear fit of irradiance vs. firing rate 30min after CNO injection (R2 = 0.52 ± 0.02 and 0.35 ± 0.02 mean ± SEM before and 30min after CNO injection; P = 2 × 10−11,
paired t test; n = 166). (J) These effects of CNO were absent in control mice not treated with the virus. (K) The impact of hM4D(Gi) activity is also apparent as a
reduction in reproducibility of firing rate response of luxotonic units (R2 > 0.5) after CNO injection in virus-treated vs. control mice (Pearson’s ρ = 0.26 ± 0.04 and
0.63 ± 0.03 respectively from n = 91 units in five virus-treated mice and from n = 86 in six control mice; P = 2 × 10−11, t test). (L) Irradiance spectrum of Daylight and
MelLow stimuli. (M) MelLow ramp resulted in a slightly reduced increase in firing rate (P = 3 × 10−17 t test). (N) Activity of strongly luxotonic units (mean ± SEM; n
= 89 from 4 mice) reveals that, although firing rate responses to multiple presentations of the original ramp recapitulating natural conditions were consistent
(Daylight, solid and dashed lines represent, respectively, first and second presentation of the Daylight ramp; the second presentation occurred after the MelLow
ramp), increases in firing were delayed when the spectral composition of the stimulus was changed to reduce the effective irradiance for melanopsin.
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Inclusion of the ffWN stimulus also allowed us to classify the
dLGN neurons as ON or OFF types based upon their temporal
receptive field. As recently shown, this method of classifica-
tion has the important advantage of returning consistent results
across irradiance levels, whereas the ON-OFF profile of re-
sponses to simple steps is labile (34). Accordingly, units segre-
gated into consistent ON or OFF types across irradiance levels.
Objective analysis of temporal receptive fields (see STA Clus-
tering in Methods) returned three types; two classes of ON-type
receptive fields (one whose amplitude was strongly dependent
upon irradiance), and a single OFF-type (Fig. 4A). As previously
reported (35), the ON types were more numerous (n = 70 of 85).
The average response to the ramp in all three categories was an
increase in firing (Fig. 4 B–D). In addition, units with robust
luxotonic activity were found in each group and in all cases had a
positive relationship between time-averaged firing and irradiance
(Fig. 4 E–J).

Impact of Luxotonic Responses on Fast-Evoked Responses.We finally
turned our attention to how luxotonic increases in baseline firing
rate impact fast-evoked visual responses. There are many rea-
sons to expect that responses to superimposed visual stimuli
might become more apparent across the ramp, not least because
the absolute magnitude of luminance modulations must increase
to keep relative amplitude (contrast) constant. However, irra-
diance-dependent increases in baseline firing might be expected
to have the opposite effect by partially occluding fast responses.
We therefore explored the relation between luxotonic increases
in time-averaged firing and the reproducibility of firing patterns
to single presentations of our high-frequency visual stimuli.
To this end, we computed the Pearson’s correlation index (ρ)

for repeated presentations of the fast stimuli across the ramp.
Concentrating first on those units with the strongest luxotonic
activity (R2 > 0.5), we found that ρ increased as a function of
irradiance for all of our high-frequency visual stimuli (ffWN,
NM, and stWN) (Fig. 5A). The same was true if we used a looser
definition of luxotonic activity and simply included all units with
an increase in firing across the ramp (SI Appendix, Fig. S7). To
determine the extent to which this effect was related to their
luxotonic behavior, we asked whether it also occurred in units

that showed no increase in firing rate across the ramp. For this
analysis, we used the ffWN dataset as we found only few units
whose firing rate did not increase across the ramp for the other
stimuli (NM and stWN) (Fig. 3 E and H). Under ffWN, we found
a small number of units with a log:linear reduction in firing rate
(“negative luxotonic,” n = 3; R2 > 0.5) and a larger population
whose firing rate was lower at the end of the ramp than the
beginning (frratio < 1) (Fig. 5B). In both groups, ρ was on average
greater than in the luxotonic population at low irradiance, con-
firming that they responded well to high-frequency stimuli. Im-
portantly, however, these units did not show an increase in ρ
across the ramp (Fig. 5B) (P = 0.31 one-way ANOVA). Indeed, ρ
decreased across the ramp in units with negative luxotonic be-
havior (Fig. 5B, dotted line). Overall, these results suggest that
luxotonic increases in firing are required for irradiance-dependent
improvements in the reproducibility of firing patterns under re-
peated presentations of the fast visual stimuli.
Next we asked which aspect of fast visual responses was re-

sponsible for the increase in single-trial reproducibility. Improve-
ments in ρ could arise either from reductions in the variance of
firing patterns or increases in the amplitude of fast responses. It
has previously been proposed that luxotonic behavior regularizes
patterns of baseline firing (9, 10, 15). We explored this possibility
for our data by computing the Fano factor (variance/mean firing
rate) across our simple slow-ramp stimulus. Fano factor was lower
in units with strongest luxotonic behavior (Fig. 5C; see also SI
Appendix, Fig. S8), but was invariant across the ramp (Fig. 5C)
(P = 0.98 and 0.92 one-way ANOVA respectively for luxotonic
and all units). In contrast, when ramps included high-frequency
stimuli, there was a small reduction in Fano factor as the ramp
progressed (Fig. 5D) (for all units: 2%, 4%, and 10%, P = 0.06,
0.16, 3 × 10−6, one-way ANOVA; for luxotonic units: 8%, 8%, and
5%, P = 0.003, 0.07, 0.02, one-way ANOVA; ffWN, NM, and
stWN stimuli, respectively).
We next turned our attention to the other potential origin for

improvements in ρ: increases in the amplitude of responses to the
fast visual stimuli. Across the ffWN ramp, we found a strong posi-
tive correlation between baseline firing rate and response amplitude
across each repeat of the ffWN stimulus (shown for a representative
luxotonic unit in Fig. 5E and across the population of dLGN units in

Fig. 3. Irradiance response is retained in the presence of other visual stimuli. (A, D, and G) Binarized trial bin counts for representative luxotonic units in
response to repeated presentations of the ffWN (A), NM (D), and stWN (G) across the slow irradiance ramp. Example frames for ffWN, NM, and stWN are
reported (Left). (B, E, and H) Relative increments in firing rate between lowest and highest irradiance across the ramp (respectively ffWN, NM, and stWN).
(C, F, and I) Associated normalized firing rate profiles (mean ± SEM) for all strongly luxotonic units.
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Fig. 5F, Left). This was present in the most luxotonic units and also
in those whose baseline firing rate did not change across the ramp
(Fig. 5F, Center and Right), indicating that it was a general feature of
dLGN physiology. Similar results were obtained for our other visual
stimuli (SI Appendix, Fig. S10). These effects did not reflect slow
adaptation to appearance of the stimulus but were a genuine re-
sponse to the ramp because they were retained when the ramp
stimulus was preceded by 20-min exposure to ffWN at the lowest
irradiance (SI Appendix, Fig. S9).
The strong relation between baseline firing rate and fast-

response amplitude provides a simple origin for the improvement
in single-trial reproducibility across the ramp, suggesting that ad-
ditional spikes are used to encode high-frequency stimuli when
present. The magnitude of this effect can be large as ρ decreases
linearly with baseline firing but increases quadratically with re-
sponse amplitude (SI Appendix). Therefore, ρ would increase as
long as the relative increase in response amplitude is larger than
the square root of the relative increase in baseline firing rate.
Indeed, this was the case for all our stimuli as the relation between
response amplitude and baseline firing followed a power law
whose exponent was >0.5 in all conditions (ffWN: exponent was
0.75, 0.74, 0.72 for Left, Center, and Right panels of Fig. 5F,
respectively; for all dLGN units recorded during NM and stWN,
the exponent was, respectively, 0.76 and 0.71). These results
suggest that enhancements in response amplitude are a much
bigger contributor to the luxotonic improvement in ρ than the

regularization in firing pattern revealed in the Fano factor anal-
ysis. To determine whether this was the case, we estimated how ρ
would change across the ramps if Fano factor values were held
constant at the levels observed for the lowest irradiance (SI Ap-
pendix). As expected, the great majority of the increase in ρ was
retained for all our stimuli, indicating that under all conditions the
increase in response amplitude is the major origin of irradiance-
dependent increases in ρ (Fig. 5G).
It seems then that increase in reproducibility for fast visual

responses, mainly because of improvements in response ampli-
tude, is inextricably tied to increases in baseline firing rate. This
effect is consistent with the view that luxotonic activity reflects an
irradiance dependent increase in excitability that impacts both
baseline firing and fast-evoked responses and, as a result, in-
creases response reproducibility.

Discussion
Luxotonic Activity in the Mouse dLGN. Here we have shown that
an irradiance ramp that simulates a dawn transition induces a
generalized and reproducible increase in firing across the mouse
dLGN. This occurs in the artificial situation in which the ramp is
the only visual feature presented and also when a variety of
higher-frequency visual stimuli are superimposed upon it. The
effect we see is analogous to the reported changes in maintained
firing under extended exposure to spatially uniform stimuli often
termed luxotonic. The ramp we use has several advantages for
revealing such behavior. First, it has a straightforward relation-
ship with a commonly experienced event: the dawn transition.
Second, it allows isolation of responses to the very slowest
changes in irradiance. Under natural viewing, the amount of light
falling on the retina changes over many timeframes and, as the
retina contains circuit elements with different temporal fre-
quency tuning, there is likely a continuum between phasic and
tonic modes of activity. Indeed, the representative unit in Fig. 1A
takes several minutes to reach a stable firing rate after each step
in irradiance. The ramp avoids this potential confusion by ex-
cluding abrupt changes in irradiance and providing a rate of
change well outside that in which information about spatial patterns
is conveyed.
A final advantage of the ramp protocol is that it allows the

irradiance tracking behavior of single units to be quantified in a
single metric: R2 for a log-linear relationship between irradiance
and firing rate. Others have reported that luxotonic activity oc-
curs in large fractions of dLGN units (36). Our data are broadly
consistent with this, because up to ∼60% of dLGN units meet a
conservative criterion for having a luxotonic response (R2 > 0.5
for log-linear fit). However, using the ramp protocol we see no
evidence of a clear distinction between luxotonic and non-
luxotonic units. In this respect, our data argue that information
about irradiance is not segregated to a particular subset of dLGN
units (as described for other visual features; e.g., direction, mo-
tion), but appears diffusely across the population.
The relationship between irradiance and firing rate that we

observe is overwhelmingly positive. Thus, we found only a small
fraction of units whose firing was lower at the end of the ramp,
and even fewer with a negative linear change in firing. Others
have reported more numerous negative luxotonic activity using
less natural stimuli (9, 12) but our data are consistent with data
showing irradiance-dependent increases in glucose metabolism
of the dLGN (37, 38). The positive luxotonic behavior we ob-
serve is found not only in units with ON responses to abrupt
increments in light, but also those with OFF responses. In this
way, our data indicate that dLGN units with phasic OFF re-
sponses can receive a sustained ON signal. This finding fits with a
growing appreciation that the distinction between ON and OFF
channels is less clear than previously imagined (34, 39–41).

Fig. 4. Excitatory responses to ramp progression in both ON and OFF units.
(A) Mean ± SEM of STAs from the three identified classes of dLGN units.
Black-to-yellow color code indicates the transition from lowest to highest
irradiance across the ramp. (B–D) Firing rate increased across the ramp for all
unit types. (E–J) Average STAs (E–G) and normalized average responses (H–J)
for the strongly luxotonic units (R2 > 0.5).
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Functions of Luxotonic Activity. What functions could the diffuse
increase in firing perform? One obvious possibility is that it en-
codes the changing background light intensity for higher visual
processes, including perception. Psychophysical studies confirm
that irradiance can be accurately perceived under a wide range of
circumstances (42–46). Indeed, although humans perceive stim-
uli with very slowly changing irradiance (as presented here) as
invariant, they do eventually report that the scene has gotten

brighter. However, given the energetic expense of spiking, it is
hard to imagine that such a widespread change in activity across
the dLGN represents the most efficient method of representing
this aspect of the visual scene. This raises the question of whether
luxotonic behavior serves an additional function.
Human visual performance increases over a wide range of

irradiances (47–49). This improvement likely originates in part
with reductions in photon noise and with light adaptation in visual

Fig. 5. Luxotonic responses improve reproducibility of fast-evoked responses. (A) Trial-to-trial correlation (time bin duration = 200 ms) increases as function of ir-
radiance for all stimuli (ffWN, NM, stWN). (B) Trial-to-trial correlation is unaltered in units lacking an irradiance-dependent increment in firing rate (P = 0.31, n = 73)
and is reduced at high irradiance levels for units with a negative luxotonic response. (C) Population-averaged Fano factor is constant across irradiance levels both for
strongly luxotonic units and for the whole population of dLGN units. (D) Fano factor across irradiance levels for ffWN, NM, and stWN. (E) Binarized trial bin counts
(Left) average fast-evoked responses (Center), and relation between baseline firing and power of evoked responses (Right) for a representative unit. (F) The response
amplitude has a power law relation with baseline firing for all dLGN units (Left), luxotonic units (Center), and units lacking a firing rate increase across the ramp
(Right). Solid lines represent the fit, dashed lines represent power law exponent = 0.5. (G) Fano factor manipulation: for each unit the Fano factor values at all ir-
radiance levels are replaced by the ones calculated at the dimmest condition. Then ρ is estimated by using SI Appendix, Eq. 4. The difference between original and
Fano factor-manipulated ρ estimates (respectively, black and blue error bars) represents the contribution of firing rate regularization.
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circuits (5, 31, 50–52). However, our study reveals that luxotonic
activity may also make an important contribution. We find that
across all dLGN units, the amplitude of fast visual responses is
positively correlated with maintained firing rate. The exponent of
this relationship is sufficient to provide substantial improvements in
response reproducibility as a function of baseline firing rate. Thus,
cells showing increases in firing rate across the ramp also show
improvements in fast-response reproducibility, whereas the opposite
occurs in those cells whose firing rate falls.
Taking into account the likely energetic expense of luxotonic

activity, we suggest that its major function may therefore be active
resource allocation. By increasing the excitability of the early visual
system as dawn progresses, luxotonic activity increases the number
of spikes available to transmit high-frequency visual information
and thus enhances response reproducibility (Fig. 5 F and G).

Origins of Luxotonic Responses. We present several lines of evi-
dence that, under the conditions studied here, luxotonic behavior
originates in part from melanopsin photoreception. We first
show that melanopsin knockout mice show very little increase in
firing across the ramp. This might be expected as the range of
irradiances tested here are largely within the sensitivity range of
melanopsin. However, in view of the evidence that retinal de-
velopment is disrupted in melanopsin knockout mice (26–28), we
wished to confirm this result with a more acute inhibition of
ipRGC activity. To that end, we turned to chemogenetic tech-
nology. Using viral gene targeting, we were able to express the
inhibitory DREADD receptor hM4D(Gi) in around 30% of
ipRGCs. This level of expression is sufficient to allow CNO to
partially inhibit a known output of ipRGCs (the pupil light re-
flex). Accordingly, we find that CNO partially inhibited luxotonic
activity in the dGLN, reducing the linearity and reproducibility
of irradiance-driven increases in firing across the dLGN.
The disruption in luxotonic activity following melanopsin knock-

out and chemogenetic inhibition of ipRGCs is consistent with the
hypothesis that melanopsin influences luxotonic activity. How-
ever, neither dataset provides a very clear indication of its exact
contribution. Addressing that question requires a more precise
manipulation of melanopsin activity. We have achieved this by
using the principles of receptor silent substitution to produce a
second version of the irradiance ramp that is cone-isoluminant
but whose effective irradiance for melanopsin is reduced by 10×.
If luxotonic activity were solely driven by cones then the response
to this MelLow ramp would be equivalent to that of our standard
Daylight ramp. If it were solely produced by melanopsin, then
the increase in firing should simply be delayed by 4 min (the time
taken to increase irradiance by 1 log unit). In fact, we observe a
net discontinuity in the luxotonic response to the MelLow ramp
(Fig. 2N), indicating that both cones and melanopsin are relevant
under these conditions. Whereas in the Daylight condition luxo-
tonic activity takes the form of a seamless increase in firing across
the ramp, in MelLow there are two phases to the response. At
lower irradiances, firing increases gradually and appears to ap-
proach an intermediate asymptote before subsequently increasing
more rapidly (Fig. 2N).
These data are consistent with current models of irradiance

coding by the mammalian retina in which melanopsin becomes
increasingly influential as brightness increases. At lower irradi-
ances and, by extension, at early points in the twilight progres-
sion, any luxotonic activity would likely rely upon cones and rods.

Summary
Melanopsin photoreception was discovered in attempts to un-
derstand circadian photoentrainment and has since been shown
to contribute to a wide variety of accessory visual responses. The
current dataset contributes to a growing appreciation of its con-
tribution to more conventional perceptual vision as well. Previous
studies have shown that melanopsin contributes to setting pupil

size (53), and discriminating global brightness (54). Melanopsin is
expressed in a subset of retinal ganglion cells whose anatomy and
physiology is consistent with a role in spatial discrimination, and
melanopsin knockout mice have impaired contrast sensitivity (55).
Finally, studies in both humans and mice indicate that melanopsin
supports network light adaptation in the early visual system (31,
56, 57). The data presented here reveal an additional way in which
melanopsin could influence performance across any aspect of vi-
sion. Thus, simply by supporting irradiance-dependent increases in
excitability across the dLGN, it increases the reliability of fast
visual responses.

Methods
Electrophysiology. Experiments were in accordance with the Animals, Sci-
entific Procedures Act of 1986 (United Kingdom), and approved by the UoM
ethical review committee. Animals were kept in a 12-h dark/light cycle at a
temperature of 22 °C with food and water available ad libitum. Recordings
were undertaken in their subjective day. Except where otherwise stated,
experiments were performed on adult (3–6 mo) mice carrying a knock-in of
the human red cone opsin (Opn1mwR) (58). Intravitreal injections of AAV2-
hSyn-DIO-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry vector (2.313 genomic particles per milliliter;
The UNC Vector Core) were done in Opn4Cre/+ mice, as previously reported
(59) and used hyaluronan lyase and heparinase III (200 U each) to maximize
retinal penetration. Mice were allowed at least 6 wk to recover before being
used in in vivo studies. Administration of CNO (Abcam, ab141704) was al-
ways performed via an intraperitoneal route (10 mg/kg).

In Vivo. Animals were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of
urethane [1.6 g/kg; 30% (wt/vol); Sigma-Aldrich]. Atropine and mineral oil
(Sigma-Aldrich) were applied to the recording eye. The mice were placed into
a stereotaxic frame to keep a fixed-head position and into a bite bar to
provide further head support and electrical grounding. Core body temper-
ature was maintained at 37 °C throughout recording with a homeothermic
heat mat (Harvard Apparatus). Extracellular signals were acquired using a
Recorder64 system (Plexon), and were amplified (3,500×), high-pass–filtered
(300 Hz), and digitized at 40 kHz. Spikes were sorted offline by using Offline
Sorter (Plexon).

Immunochistochemistry. Immunohistochemistry was performed as previously
described in Hughes et al. (60) on retinal whole mounts and sections fixed in
methanol-free 4% (wt/vol) paraformaldehyde. The primary antibodies used
in these studies include rabbit anti-dsRed (Clontech 632496; 1:1,000) and
chicken anti-GFP (Abcam ab13970; 1:1,000). The secondary antibodies were
Alexa 488 conjugated donkey anti-chicken (Jackson Immunoresearch) and
Alexa 546 conjugated donkey anti-rabbit (Life Technologies) at 1:200. Im-
ages were collected on a Leica TCS SP5 AOBS inverted confocal using a 40×/
0.50 Plan Fluotar objective and 1.5× confocal zoom.

Pupillometry. Consensual pupil constriction to a 10-s full field white (150 W
Metal-halide lamp; Phillips) pulse was measured as described previously (61).

Visual Stimuli. Full-field and spatially structured stimuli were presented using
two different systems depicted in SI Appendix, Figs. S14 and S15. In all cases,
spectral composition was defined by independent control of colored LEDs
and calibrated using a spectroradiometer (Bentham Instruments), which
measured the power in milliwatt per square centimeter at wavelengths
between 300 and 800 nm. The effective photon flux for any photopigment
was calculated as previously described (31) by weighting spectral irradiance
according to the spectral sensitivity of cones, rods, and melanopsin. The
template functions for individual mouse opsins were calculated as function
of λmax by using the Govardovskii equations (62) and corrected for lens
transmission (63).

The irradiance rampwas designed is order to capture the salient aspects of
a dawn transition inManchester, while acknowledging that on the one hand,
it lacked the very slowest changes found in the natural day, and on the other,
that dawn progresses faster nearer the equator (Fig. 2A). Its spectral com-
position recreated the balance of mouse cone, rod, and melanopsin excita-
tions typical of natural light (Daylight spectrum) (31). The irradiance values
at its brightest condition were 0.14 × 1015 photons per square centimeter
per second (s-cones), 2.24 × 1015 photons per square centimeter per second
(melanopsin), 2.03 × 1015 photons per square centimeter per second (rods),
and 2.25 × 1015 photons per square centimeter per second (l-cones). The
ramp recreated corneal irradiances across the dawn transition, but did not
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reach the brightest daylight levels to allow for ∼20× reduction in retinal
irradiance because of pupil constriction (53) that was blocked in our in vivo
preparations. The MelLow spectrum provided the same excitation for s-cones
and l-cones but a fivefold decrease in rod excitation (−0.67 Michelson contrast)
and a 10-fold decrease in melanopsin excitation (−0.82 Michelson contrast).
For the NM and the stWN stimuli, irradiance at its brightest was 0.6 × 1014

photons per square centimeter per second (s-cones), 4.9 × 1014 photons per
square centimeter per second (melanopsin), 4.7 × 1014 photons per square
centimeter per second (rods), and 3.6 × 1014 photons per square centimeter
per second (l-cones).

Further details about the design and implementation of full field and
spatially structured stimuli can be found in the text of the SI Appendix and in
SI Appendix, Figs. S13–S15.

Analyses.
Linear fit analysis. Irradiance sensitivity was measured by using the R2 values
obtained by fitting the firing rate responses as a log-linear function of the
irradiance. The bin duration we used to estimate firing rate was set at 30 s.
The bin choice however was not critical. R2 was estimated as 1 − Σ#bin(FR −
FRfit)

2/ Σ#bin(FR − <FR>)2. The R2 metric takes into account both neuronal
random variability and the gain/slope of the irradiance–firing rate relation.
Neurons with large R2 values will feature a low firing-rate variability [rela-
tively small values of Σ#bin(FR − FRfit)

2] and a large irradiance-related gain
[relatively large values of Σ#bin(FR − <FR>)2].
Firing-rate comparison and normalization. To estimate the relative increase in
firing rate, we computed the ratio between the lowest and highest irradiance
levels (data were pooled at half-log unit steps in irradiance). We defined this
measure as frratio. To analyze and compare population responses the firing
rate of each unit was as FRnorm = [FR − min(FR)]/[max(FR) − min(FR)]. This
normalization was applied throughout the whole of Results. For Daylight –
MelLow response comparisons, we used only those units that were consis-
tently classified as strongly luxotonic (R2 > 0.5), both for the first and the
second presentation of the Daylight ramp (n = 89).
Reverse correlation analysis. The ffWN stimulus was divided into six blocks, each
block encompassing 0.5 log-unit range of irradiance. For each unit the spike-
triggered average (STA) was then estimated separately for each block
(time bin = 10 ms, window of time before spikes = 0.5 s) by using standard
techniques (64).
STA clustering. All STAs across blocks (see above) and across units were pooled
together and the principal components were estimated. By using the scores
associated with the first three components, each unit was therefore defined
by 18 values (3 scores × 6 trial blocks). Clustering was then performed by

using the k-means algorithm. For this process we used the correlation dis-
tance to capture similarities in the irradiance dependent modification of the
STA shapes across the trial blocks. The clustering was repeated 100 times
to avoid suboptimal results because of the presence of local minima. The
whole procedure was repeated by setting different cluster numbers (2–7).
The optimal number of clusters was then defined by the lowest average
silhouette value.
Reproducibility analysis. The trial-to-trial correlation was estimated by using
Pearson’s linear correlation. The discretized spike trains collected from all
trials were divided into six blocks corresponding to the different irradiance
levels (0.5 log-unit steps) and the average Pearson’s linear correlation for
each block was estimated. To reduce the variance of the estimate for each
block we used a jack-knife procedure. Only those cells that emitted spikes in
at least 95% of the trials in each blocks were used (98%, n = 215; 83%, n =
93; 100%, n = 46; light responsive units for ffWN, NM, and stWN in dLGN).

The estimation of response amplitude and baseline firing are explained
and validated in the text of SI Appendix and in SI Appendix, Figs. S11 and S12.
Fano factor analysis. The Fano factor index was estimated following Church-
land et al. (65). During the simple ramp stimulus the response was divided
into nonoveralapping blocks (125 s, time bin = 0.1 s). For each block the
mean and variance in firing rates were calculated in 10 subblocks (12.5 s) and
a scatterplot was generated by using variance as the dependent variable.
Then the Fano factor was estimated as the slope of the weighted least-
square linear fit and the line was constrained to pass through zero (Matlab
function lscov.m). During ffWN, NM, and stWN, the Fano factor was esti-
mated for each trial block as for the Pearson’s correlation.
Notation for significance of statistical tests. Throughout all graphs we always
used the following notation for the statistical tests: *P < 0.01; **P < 0.005;
***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0005; *****P = all lower values.

All of the analyses were performed by using Matlab software (MATLAB
2011a, MathWorks).
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